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USE OF FORCE REMINDER
oyed as part of a Police Support Unit. During your deployment it may or may not become
physical Force.
ual’s responsibility to justify and no Officer will act outside the law.
ation for using force based solely on the fact you have been deployed in protective
rity for the use of specialist tactics has been granted. In effect, the authority for such

aring or carrying of equipment or, the use of tactics.
en considering the use of Force is as follows.

Act 1967
force as is reasonable in the circumstances in the prevention of crime, or in the effecting
arrest of offenders or suspected offenders, or of persons unlawfully at large”

fiths 1988)
that there may be circumstances in which one person may inflict violence on another,
e. It recognises as one of these circumstances, the right of a person to protect himself /

o act in defence of others and if necessary to inflict violence on another in doing so. If no
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idence Act 1984
authority for the use of force, when executing the powers found in the act.
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son from unlawful violence.
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ection.

nd Immigration Act 2008
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